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OPERATIONS BUREAU – INTRODUCTION
The Operations Bureau is responsible for the day-to-day operations of the police department 24/7. Patrol
officers report through a chain of command to the Chief of Police. The Patrol Division is the “backbone” of the
agency, having the greatest number of department employees and the most contact with the citizens of Fort
Myers (residents and visitors).
The Bureau is commanded by Captain Jason Fields, along with his Executive Officer Lieutenant Shawn Yates,
and includes the following specialized units; Bike Unit, Marine Unit, Traffic Unit, Community Policing
Coordinators, CSAs, SWAT, CINT, and the Mobile Field Force Team.
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Annual Progress Report: 2021
Crime Prevention and Community Involvement

South District

Current concerns voiced by the community:


Traffic complaints remained consistent throughout South District and are highlighted below:
o Treeline Ave - speeding from motorcycles and vehicles.
o Colonial Country Club - speeding and stop signs.
o Six Mile & Challenger - speeding during school pick up hours.
o S.R. 82 & Buckingham - speeding.
o Plantation Gardens & Kingsbridge - speeding.



Narcotics sale complaints throughout the district.



Noise complaints by various homeowners related to construction.



Increased population in the gated communities have led to more quality-of-life complaints, to include
neighborhood disputes, illegally parked vehicles, juveniles trespassing on other people’s property, people
fishing in community lakes, residents swimming in community pools after hours, not enough police patrols,
speeding, etc.



Convenience stores located in South District creating increased vehicle and foot traffic, which leads to
loitering and noise related issues for residents in the area.

Potential problems that have a bearing on law enforcement activities within the community:


There were 150 vehicle, residential, and commercial burglaries in the South District during this reporting
period, with many of them being reported along the Winkler Corridor. Many of the victims of these oftenavoidable property crimes continue to leave their vehicles unlocked with their keys and valuables inside.



There were 55 stolen vehicles in the South District during this reporting period.



There were 8 robberies in the South District during this reporting period (1 arrest made).



Increased population and residential/commercial construction (numerous housing developments, Top
Golf, roadway construction at Six Mile/Colonial) have led to traffic/congestion issues on major roadways
within South District, which has led to an increase in calls for service in the form of traffic crashes and
traffic complaints.



Increase in the number of new construction sites spread throughout South District, as well as increased
building on existing construction sites. This is a positive for the city, yet puts a strain on law enforcement
as the population increase results in increased vehicular traffic, traffic crashes, crime, disputes, etc.



Construction sites leaving equipment, building materials/supplies, and appliances in plain view and
unsecured, which creates crimes of opportunity. This has led to expensive equipment being stolen and
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shipped to Miami, never to be seen again. This occurs throughout the district and really puts a strain on
officers as the try to cover numerous areas.
The increased population and vehicular traffic throughout the district hinder response times by law
enforcement and increases the danger for officers while responding to in progress calls.



Most of the past occurred reported vehicle burglaries were to vehicles left unlocked and valuables left in
plain view, no forced entry used. This leads to easy access by criminals to quickly rummage through a
victim’s vehicle and leave the area quickly, which lessens the likelihood of being spotted or captured by
law enforcement. Though increasing patrols in hot spot areas will assist, if said criminals are able to
burglarize multiple vehicles within an apartment complex in under 10 minutes, the chance law
enforcement is patrolling that area at that specific time becomes less likely. If this practice was rectified by
potential victims, this would lead to criminals spending more times in said communities, thus increasing
the chance that law enforcement will spot and/or capture them.



Victims who do not report crimes to the Police Department.



Though there are hot spots to focus on the sheer size of South District, coupled with the number of
complexes there are to patrol, makes it extremely difficult to have the consistent presence needed to
deter crimes before they occur.



Repeat calls for service in South District (i.e., false residential alarm calls, 911 hang up calls within gated
communities and retail shopping areas) pulls officers out of hot spot areas repeatedly for extended
periods of time.



Inoperable surveillance camera systems and broken/inoperable entrance gates for multiple gated
communities. An open entrance gate, coupled with an inoperable surveillance camera system, creates a
scenario where law enforcement must capture the individuals in the act of the crime or hope that a latent
fingerprint will return a match after the fact. This is a big issue for the CPCs and Detectives who attempt to
identify and build strong, prosecutable cases on said criminals.



Individuals continue to leave their vehicles unlocked, making them a perfect/easy victim for criminals
scouting the area.



BAR crimes not being reported or being committed over a weekend and not being reported until Monday
morning. This obviously creates an issue for FMPD to build a strong case or attempt to capture the
criminal.



Property Managers and H.O.A. board members being replaced abruptly.



Multiple crime series occurred throughout South District, many of which were related to property crimes
such as theft, burglaries, and GTAs.



Ongoing transient related issues, such as panhandling, at major intersections throughout South District.

Recommended actions to alleviate these concerns and problems:
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CPCs, Road Patrol and Traffic Units - Increase patrols and enforcement in the areas with increased quality
of life issues.
CPCs, Traffic, and Road Patrol Units - Increase patrols and enforcement in areas with increased traffic
complaints.



Continue to utilize the data to identify which areas to patrol (hot spots) and what time to patrol them.



CPCs will continue to complete/submit operational plans to send additional manpower into areas and
address various issues throughout the district.



CPCs continue to identify repeat 911 hang up calls coming from various businesses and work with Dispatch
and the businesses to fix this issue or force the calls out.



CPCs to work with the various communities and stress the importance of having functional gates and
surveillance camera systems.



CPCs and PIO should continue to push the “Lock It or Lose It” message as a constant reminder.



Detectives, JDI, CPCs, and Road Patrol - Continue to work together to address, investigate, and follow up
on the BAR crimes in South District.



Uniformed Patrol - High visibility law enforcement patrols and directed patrols to address additional calls
for service while providing safety and security in the areas that have had increased BAR crimes.



CPCs continue to hold crime prevention events and meetings when requested to educate community
members with crime prevention and safety tips.



South District’s rapid growth rate needs to be assessed in order to provide the appropriate resources to
address issues throughout the district.



Hopefully increase the number of CPCs from three to four in order to better cover the very large South
District, which is growing at a fast rate.



Hopefully split South District into two districts to better manage the fast growing and largest district in the
City of Fort Myers.

Progress made toward addressing previously identified concerns and problems:


FMPD continues to address quality of life issues within various communities. South CPCs have continued to
utilize parking tickets, 10-day tow tags, and other proactive enforcement measures to deter and address
these issues. This has resulted in South District maintaining a great curb appeal, lowered the number of
areas that appear run down, and created a broken window theory situation.



With the utilization of the data, coupled with South CPCs (and others) willingness to alter their schedules
to patrol hot spot areas during the times when BAR crimes were most likely to occur, South District saw a
37% decrease in violent crime and a 20% decrease in property crime from 2020 to 2021. This was despite
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the ongoing restrictions at LCJ which hindered FMPD from incarcerating numerous individuals for L&P and
other crimes.


South CPCs have continued to quickly address all CRS complaints, many of which are noise related. This
has resulted in quality-of-life issues being resolved quickly.



South CPCs and LT. Camacho have located the owner of a dilapidated business and were able to build a
good working relationship with him. This has solved loitering/parking issues at one of the district’s
problem locations.



South CPCs and many others, through a concerted effort that deployed many different tactics, successfully
turned a convenience store that plagued the City of Fort Myers for years with violent crime into a store
that generates no calls for service and is no longer listed as a problem location on the Citistat report.



South CPCs and Lt. Camacho have built a great relationship with Councilwoman Bonk through continued
presence and participation at various ward/community meetings throughout the district. This leads to
great communication and benefits the district greatly.



FMPD (spearheaded by the Traffic Unit) has successfully driven out the motorcycle “gang” from
congregating in South District. This crew has moved their operation to the county.



During 2021, to combat the ongoing fight against illicit narcotics and child pornography issues, FMPD
Narcotics and Intel Units executed 10 search warrants within South District. Large amounts of narcotics, US
currency, and fruits of these crimes were seized, and multiple arrests were made.



Numerous community engagement events took place within South District, all of which positively impact
the relationship between FMPD and the citizens of Fort Myers (Public Safety Day, Shop with a Cop,
birthday drive-by, turkey giveaway events, etc.).
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Annual Progress Report: 2021
Crime Prevention and Community Involvement

West District

Current concerns voiced by the community:


Motorists speeding within the residential neighborhoods and, especially, on Winkler Avenue near Solomon
Avenue.



Motorists parking on or around sidewalks that impede the pedestrian flow in residential neighborhoods,
especially at the dead end of Wales Drive.



Issues with transients trespassing at shopping centers and panhandling at major intersections, even
becoming aggressive with motorists who do not partake in giving.



Transient activity (trespassing, begging, etc.) on business properties, especially at 2745 Swamp Cabbage
Court, and adjacent to residential homes.

Potential problems that have a bearing on law enforcement activities within the community:


Inattentive owners in West District leave their vehicles, buildings, and keys unsecured and unlocked which
contributes to most of West District’s BAR crimes.



Juveniles and transients that constantly commit vehicle burglaries and grand theft autos can do so with
very little penalty due to the crimes not being violent offenses where the jail will house the individuals.



Auto mechanic shops within West District are leaving numerous vehicles that are being worked on
unlocked overnight which allows individuals to commit numerous burglaries at one establishment.



Multiple apartment complexes within West District are not equipped with surveillance devices that would
aid law enforcement when attempting to obtain leads.



COVID-19 has drastically altered policing in all areas of the city. With almost no consequences for a variety
of crimes including most BAR crimes within the West District, CPCs and Officers have had to wait for
warrants to be approved from the SAO to enforce action, leaving known suspects on the streets for weeks
at a time to commit more property crime before it can be acted upon.

Recommended actions to alleviate these concerns and problems:


Uniformed Patrol - High visibility of assigned zone cars to patrol the areas and adjacent county areas to
discourage some of the open criminal activity. Attend community events to remind the public to properly
secure their vehicles and homes. Handing out literature at these events that correlates to the message.
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Increase proactive patrols to identify misdemeanor crimes in order to remove and incarcerate the
suspected violators. Working diligently with the Detective Division to develop probable cause on
individuals who are a repeat issue in the West District.
Community Policing - Work with managers and employees of businesses to deter and rectify the loitering
issue, to include obtaining Trespass Letters. Educating the stakeholders of the community to help reduce
the potential of them becoming victims of crimes.

Progress made toward addressing previously identified concerns and problems:


CPCs worked with Vice/Narcotics unit to address concerns at 4120 Evans Avenue which yielded the
eviction and incarceration of a known drug dealer.



CPCs continue to work alongside JDI to identify and arrest multiple suspects for BAR crimes in West
District.



CPCs have addressed multiple CRS complaints for traffic infractions within residential neighborhoods,
especially an ongoing complaint of persons parking at the dead end of Wales Drive and causing issues in
the green space at this location. CPCs have utilized the Intel Unit to install two cameras at this location to
help monitor suspicious activity. A Street-Smart BOLO was created for this location, along with multiple
patrols and proactive enforcement.



CPCs conducted radar enforcement on Winkler Avenue to directly address complaints of speeding on
Winkler Avenue, near Solomon Boulevard. This complaint was voiced by citizens during a community
engagement event at The Laurels Apartments. This patrol yielded positive results with combined warning
education and citations.



CPCs have been working to update and maintain "No Trespassing" signs at loitering and problem locations
as well as new businesses that are in the City of Fort Myers.



CPCs worked closely with Code Enforcement at multiple locations in the city in response to complaints at
these locations.



CPCs addressed and will continue to monitor the transients’ soliciting alms. CPCs specifically addressed
complaints (CRS complaints) of persons soliciting from motorist and standing in the roadway or medians in
an unsafe manner. This patrol was successful in identifying problem locations and educating the public on
the new ordinance (54-296).



CPCs utilized social media outlets, pamphlets, flyers, and power point presentations to promote crime
prevention as the district’s main property crime is unlocked conveyance burglaries.



A community engagement event was held at The Laurels Apartments with the residents and staff of the
apartment complex. Ofc. Dominque and Lt. Kerbs were a part of the event. This event was successful in
spreading awareness to the community of ways to keep themselves safe and not be potential victims of
crimes. This event was also a successful platform to engage the public and create a face-to-face encounter
that will help create a trusting relationship with the public.
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CPCs worked closely with the Vice/Narcotics Unit regarding complaints of drug activity stemming from
4120 Evans Avenue, unit 4. This ultimately led to the execution of a search warrant at this location. The
subject was charged with the following: Possession of a weapon by a convicted felon, Possession of drug
equipment, Trafficking Cocaine, two counts of Possession of controlled substance without prescription.
Also recovered two loaded 9mm handguns and one AR-15 pistol.



Conducted a joint effort (with ABT and Fort Myers Code Enforcement) bar/restaurant code inspection to
address issues and complaints at various establishments.



Regarding 2745 Swamp Cabbage, CPCs have been working with Code Enforcement to keep the property
boarded up to deter the transient community from gaining access. CPCs have cleared the building
numerous times and observed what appears to be debris left behind by the transient community. CPCs
were able to contact the building owner, established a point of access into the building to assist with
officers who respond and who will need to clear the building. CPCs continue an open communication with
the property manager of this location.



Intelligence and CPCs, along with members of the Vice/Narcotics Unit, created weekly meetings for all
CPCs to be involved with intelligence sharing about drug activity in many parts of the city. This has helped
close out numerous vice complaints.



CPCs worked alongside the downtown bike officers to assist with issues during bar closing hours within the
downtown river district.



CPCs assisted with the “All Hands-on Deck” BAR suppression operation throughout the city.
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Annual Progress Report: 2021
Crime Prevention and Community Involvement

Central District

Current concerns voiced by the community:


Complaints of BAR crimes, loud car stereos, and loitering at Royal Palm Gardens.



Similar complaints, to include drug sales and trespassing, at Sunrise Towers, Grand Avenue Apartments,
Lions Park, 2275 Central, 2278 Central, and 2315 Central.



Traffic concerns of speeding and running stop signs at Clifford/West First.



Similar complaints of running stop signs & electric scooters/bicycles on the sidewalk at Hendry & First St.



Transient issues in the downtown area to include transients squatting and trespassing, specifically 2222
Second and 2200 Edwards.

Potential problems that have a bearing on law enforcement activities within the community:


Failure from property owners/managers to address problems before they become crimes.



Absentee landlords and a general lack of maintenance or concern for resident safety at some properties.



Businesses allowing transients to loiter outside of business and requesting that officers not enforce
trespassing.



The removal of transients from the Holiday Inn resulting in an increase of transients downtown, specifically
the Downtown Library.



An increase of transients from other states due to cold weather and lockdown restrictions.

Recommended actions to alleviate these concerns and problems:


Meet with property owners/managers to stress the need for them to address issues with problem tenants
and advise on possible services.



Offer solutions to problems at locations and meet with Code Enforcement to address those problems to
avoid fines and/or citations.



Work within the department to find solutions; Community Outreach, HOT Team, GVI & JDI, all to gain
compliance.

Progress made toward addressing previously identified concerns and problems:


Reduction of calls at RPG, Sunrise Towers, and Lions Park due to initiatives by Road Patrol, GVI, and JDI.
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Management at Sunrise, RPG, and Grand Avenue Apartments are addressing problem tenants and
addressing concerns prior to involvement from the city.



Property Managers are addressing maintenance concerns on property, littering, non-functional
equipment, elevators, and appliances.



Initiatives taken by the HOT Team and the services being offered resulted in a reduction of transients and
understanding among the homeless that services can be offered from the city for those not involved in
criminal activity.



Efforts by the Traffic Unit regarding traffic concerns in the downtown area have resulted in the suggestion
of “speed humps”, reduction of speed limits, and other considerations presented to Councilman Bochette
and the City Manager.
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Annual Progress Report: 2021
Crime Prevention and Community Involvement

North District

Current concerns voiced by the community:


Illegal food vendors along Marsh Ave and at the entrance of Harbor Palms (4100 Edgewood Ave).



Speeding and ATV on and around McCormick St/Prospect Ave.



Loitering and open container alcohol consumption at Palm Beach convenience stores/gas stations.



Juveniles loitering in the Majorca Palms playground.



Loud noise complaints at Lias Grocery (3615 Michigan Ave).



Trespassers and shoplifters at Dollar General (3409 Dr Martin Luther King Jr Blvd).



Transient loitering and criminal activity at Clemente Park (3265 Dr Martin Luther King Jr Blvd).

Potential problems that have a bearing on law enforcement activities within the community:


Unlocked vehicle burglaries (crimes of opportunity).



Tool related burglaries.



Commercial burglaries along the Palm Beach corridor.



Armed robberies along the Palm Beach Blvd corridor and its side streets.



Residential burglaries.



Residential burglaries to vacant/abandoned homes.



Known suspect related BAR crimes.



GTAs taken with keys, stemming from unlocked vehicle burglaries.

Recommended actions to alleviate these concerns and problems:


Uniformed Patrol - High visibility law enforcement to reestablish security and safety.



Community Policing - Addresses quality of life issues and coordination with various entities to resolve
these problems.



Housing Officers - Identify and address issues concerning public housing areas within the district.
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Special Enforcement Division – Monitors and gather intelligence on local gang members and address any
violent crime activity in the city limits.



JDI Unit – Monitors youth on probation and maintains an active list of any juveniles wanted for violating
terms of their probation.



Bicycle and Foot Patrol - High visibility law enforcement to reestablish security and safety.

Progress made toward addressing previously identified concerns and problems:


North District CPCs continued their Intel sharing with members of the Lee County Sheriff’s Office to
identify suspects/persons of interest who are possibly committing offenses in both jurisdictions.



North District CPCs conducted several BAR suppression and robbery specific operations throughout the
year which has helped to greatly reduce BAR crimes. North District CPCs conducted uniformed bicycle
patrols, as well as unmarked vehicles for surveillance, patrols, and spotting.



North District CPCs and Patrol Units have been conducting zero tolerance, high activity, high visibility
patrols and enforcement at the various gas stations and convenience stores along the Palm Beach Blvd
corridor. As a result, multiple individuals have been arrested, trespassed, issued city ordinance citations for
open container and other crimes. These efforts have had a positive impact in crime and quality of life
issues in this area. North CPCs continue to receive very positive feedback from residents and business
owners in the area.



Code Enforcement, along with North District Officers, have conducted several operations targeting the
illegal food vendors along Marsh Ave and/at/around 4100 Edgewood Ave (Harbor Palms Apartments).
Cases have been opened and warnings/citations have been issued. Thanks to these efforts, this activity has
been greatly reduced.



North District CPCs, Road Patrol, and the Traffic Unit have conducted high visibility patrols and traffic
enforcement in the area of McCormick St and Prospect Ave. North District CPCs have identified a group of
subjects that are riding ATVs in this area; they reside in the area, however, in LCSO’s jurisdiction.



North District CPCs met with the President and the Housing Finance Coordinator of Habitat for Humanity.
The meeting was very productive as officers provided them with crime prevention tips, the youth
protection ordinance, and ways to prevent these issues from reoccurring. Habitat for Humanity provided
all their tenants with an informative bulletin regarding these issues, including the crime prevention tips
and youth protection ordinance.



North District CPCs conducted decibel meter readings at Lias Grocery, 3615 Michigan Ave, 3x times a day
for a period of two (2) weeks. Every reading was documented, and, at the end of the two weeks, the
results were provided to Lt Freeman. There were no violations of the noise ordinance during this (2) twoweek period.



Throughout this year, we have made multiple significant arrests in the North District, with the assistance of
the Patrol Division and the Detective and Narcotics Bureaus, as we continue to work as a team. Most of
these arrests had a tremendous impact on BAR crimes and the overall quality of life in the North District,
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not only immediate, but long-term positive impact. These arrests, coupled with the several operations that
we conducted throughout the year, not only marked patrol operations, but uniformed bicycle patrols, as
well as spotting and surveillance plainclothes unmarked patrols; have paid great dividends in making the
North District a better and safer place to live.


Throughout the year, North District CPCs and Patrol Units have been conducting daytime and nighttime
extra patrols, foot patrols, and bicycle patrols throughout Clemente Park. As a result, multiple individuals
have been arrested, trespassed, issued city ordinance citations for open container, etc.



Throughout the year, North District CPCs and Patrol Units have been conducting extra patrols, foot patrols,
and bicycle patrols around the Dollar General. As a result, several individuals have been arrested and
trespassed.



It should be noted that many of our BAR crimes this year were committed by known suspects stemming
from fights, personal drama, retaliation, etc. Most of these crimes have been solved via arrests, pickups,
have named suspect(s), or we are waiting on arrest warrant requests.
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The patrol force comprises the largest and most visible segment of the entire police department. Members
assigned to the Patrol Division are responsible for most of all case closures, including arrests, recovery of
property, aid to citizens, and protection of the public. No specialized unit or section contributes more to the
department's reputation and goodwill than the Patrol Division.

Calls for Service

2020

2021

Total Citizen Generated

N/A

51,945

Total Non-Citizen Generated

N/A

46,131

2020

2021

Alpha Shift Citizen Generated

N/A

13,544

Alpha Shift Non-Citizen Generated

N/A

9,707

Bravo Shift Citizen Generated

N/A

12,565

Bravo Shift Non-Citizen Generated

N/A

13,352

Charlie Shift Citizen Generated

N/A

12,723

Charlie Shift Non-Citizen Generated

N/A

11,915

Delta Shift Citizen Generated

N/A

13,113

Delta Shift Non-Citizen Generated

N/A

11,156

Breakdown Per Shift

*2020 stats are not available due to the previous CAD system.
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Bike Unit:
The Bike Unit patrols all areas of the city, with an emphasis on the redevelopment districts within the
City of Fort Myers. The unit functions as a link between the community and the Police Department by
removing the officers from traditional patrol methods and putting them on bicycles. This creates more
opportunities for interaction with citizens daily. Five officers are currently assigned to the Bike Unit.
Bike Unit Statistics

2020

2021

Arrests

136

286

Traffic Citations

214

350

Ordinance Violations

104

135

Parking Citations

859

2,501

2,948

2,555

Hours on the Bikes

Marine Unit:
The full-time Marine Officer is responsible for patrolling the waterways within the city and county
limits of the Caloosahatchee waterway, Pine Island Sound, Matlacha waterways, and Gulf of Mexico.
The Marine Unit is part of the Marine Law Enforcement Task Force, which is a joint law enforcement
task force covering all waterways. The Marine Officer remains in contact with all participating agencies
and is the law enforcement coordinator for the task force. One full-time and four part-time officers are
currently assigned to the Marine Unit.

Marine Unit Statistics

2020

2021

2,772

2,445

1

7

Manatee Warnings Issued
(verbal/written)

131

193

Vessels Boarded

267

251

Hours Spent on Water
Manatee Citations

Traffic Unit:
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The Traffic Unit is responsible for enforcing traffic violations, working crashes, traffic homicide
investigations, DUI investigations and operations, and assisting the officers assigned to the shifts. Four
officers are currently assigned to the Traffic Unit.

Traffic Unit Statistics

2020

2021

DUI Operations

N/A

16

Traffic Operations

N/A

17

6

16

Traffic Citations

330

444

North District Traffic Citations

19

17

South District Traffic Citations

435

268

Central District Traffic Citations

156

270

West District Traffic Citations

46

58

DUI Arrests

*2020 stats for DUI Operations and Traffic Operations were not captured.
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